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SURF LIFE SAVING AUSTRALIA 

RESCUE AND RESUSCITATION 
(U10 – U15) 
Form 153-07/18 

 

CARNIVAL: DATE: 

HEAT SEMI FINAL Mark a  in the square  or circle  adjacent to the errors. 
Check your additions. Submit your card promptly to the Steward. 
 
 
 
 

Judge’s Signature 

AGE:  

GENDER:  

JUDGE A JUDGE B JUDGE C 

 
 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 1  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Wheeling on incorrect peg. 

B  No.1 not attempting to signal. 

C  Failure to attempt to obtain and maintain an open airway after 

securing the patient. 

D  No.2 not attempting 2 breaths of simulated Rescue Breathing. 

 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of marching. 

2.  Incorrect command by team member. 

3.  Failure to cover when marching for 3 or more consecutive 

paces. 

4.  Failure to maintain spacing for 3 or more consecutive paces. 

5.  Incorrect method of wheeling. 

6.  Incorrect method of halt. 

7.  Pivot member halting in wrong position. 

8.  Incorrect method of front. 

9.  Incorrect method of arriving at beach positions. 

10.  Wrong position after command “R&R Teams Positions”. 

11.  Team not in line. 

12.  Wrong member going on “Patient Go”. 

13.  No.1 giving incorrect signal. 

14.  Failure No. 2 to take up correct position following signal. 

15.  Failure to correctly locate hands on head prior to rescue 

breathing. 

16.  Failure to obtain and maintain an open airway after 

securing the patient. 

17.  Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 

18.  Incorrect support of patient after completion of rescue 

breathing. 

19.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 1 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 
 
 
 
 

POSITION BALLOT 

No.1  

No.2  

 
 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 2  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Failure to attempt to inspect and clean mouth. 

B  Failure to attempt to assess breathing. 

C  Failure to attempt to establish and maintain an open airway. 

 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of rolling No.1 onto side. 

2.  Failure to obtain and maintain an open airway. 

3.  Incorrect method of inspecting and cleaning mouth. 

4.  Failure to declare “Airway Clear”. 

5.  Incorrect method of assessing breathing. 

6.  Failure to declare “Normal Breathing Absent”. 

7.  Assess breathing before clearing the airway. 

8.  Incorrect method of rolling No.1 onto sand. 

9.  Failure to obtain and maintain an open airway after patient 

rolled onto sand. 

10.  Failure to leave patient’s head in backward tilt and or 

failure to observe patient. 

11.  Careless handling of No.1. 

12.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 2 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 



PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 3  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Not attempting to ensure backward head tilt. 

B  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles. 

C  Not attempting Rescue Breathing. 

D  Not attempting to seal the nose during inflations. 

E  Not attempting to place No.1 in lateral position. 

 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failing to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure to correctly locate hands on head prior to rescue 

breathing. 

3.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions for ECC. 

4.  Failure of No.2 to attain a position to enable his left arm 

to apply vertical pressure to the sternum. 

5.  Failure to count ECC aloud. 

6.  Failure to maintain a consistent rate of CPR. 

7.  Incorrect hand positions on head. 

8.  Failing to correctly seal the nose during inflations. 

9.  Incorrect method of Rescue Breathing, (i.e. mouth to 

nose method). 

10.  Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

Breaths        

ECC’s        

Completed        

 

11(a).  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles and 2 Rescue 

Breaths. 

11(b).  4 complete CPR cycles plus 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing 

to less than 5 complete CPR cycles. 

11(c). Nil 5 complete CPR cycles to less than 6 complete CPR 
cycles. 

11(d).  6 complete CPR cycles to less than 7 complete CPR 

cycles. 

11(e). 7 complete CPR cycles or more. 

12.  Failure to correctly assess patient breathing. 

13.  Failure to declare “Normal Breathing Present”. 

14.  Incorrect method of placing No.1 into lateral position. 

15.  Incorrect lateral position (excluding head position). 

16.  Patient head not in backward head tilt, head 

approximately in line with the spine and turned for 
drainage. 

17.  Failure to observe No.1 while in lateral position. 

18.  Careless handling of No.1. 

19.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 3 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 4  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Running back to incorrect beach position. 

 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of re-form. 

2.  Team not running to their beach positions. 

3.  Incorrect take up individual position on peg. 

4.  No.1 not in line with peg and/or not within 300 mm of peg. 

5.  Incorrect method of marching. 

6.  Failure to cover when marching off for 3 or more 

consecutive paces. 

7.  Failure to maintain spacing when marching off for 3 or more 

consecutive paces. 

8.  Failure to march off approximately parallel to the wheeling 

and position pegs. 

9.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 4 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 
(a) Total disqualification from the event and any additional 

penalty. 
AA Abusing any Official in the competition arena. 
BB Impersonating or unauthorised competing. 
CC Any member deliberately tying the incorrectly numbered cap 

onto their head after a ballot for positions. 
DD Wilfully jostling or obstructing so as to impede another’s 

progress or competing unfairly. 
EE Acting in a manner prejudicial to the good name of SLSA. 
 
MAJOR ERRORS (10 POINTS) 
A Jostling or obstructing (not wilfully) so as to impede another’s 

progress. 
B Receiving and acting upon outside assistance or signals other 

than verbal or direction. 
C Breaking ranks through indisposition (for over three minutes). 
 
 

DISQUALIFICATION 
IDENTIFIED BY LETTER 

 
SECTION 

 

 



 5A SURF LIFE SAVING AUSTRALIA 

RESCUE AND RESUSCITATION 
(U12 – U15) 
Form 154-07/18 

 

CARNIVAL: DATE: 

HEAT SEMI FINAL Mark a  in the square  or circle  adjacent to the errors. 
Check your additions. Submit your card promptly to the Steward. 
 
 
 
 

Judge’s Signature 

AGE:  

GENDER:  

JUDGE A JUDGE B JUDGE C 

 
 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 1  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Wheeling on incorrect peg. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect marching procedure. 

2.  Incorrect command by team member. 

3.  Incorrect covering by No. 1 on reel axle (not including wheel) 

for 3 or more consecutive paces. 

4.  Reel not reasonably level. 

5.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 

6.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube to reel during march on. 

7.  Incorrect method of wheeling (including incorrect covering by 

No.1 for 3 or more consecutive paces). 

8.  Incorrect halt. 

9.  Incorrect “Down Reel”. 

10.  Incorrect position of the reel in relation to the peg. 

11.  Incorrect method of “Re-form”. 

12.  Incorrect method of “Front”. 

13.  Front left handle member not centre of the drum, members 
more than 50 mm apart or touching, incorrect alignment. 

14.  Talking, other than designated commands. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 1 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

Peg No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 2  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Line tied to incorrect D of belt. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of arriving at each individual position by team. 

2.  No. 3 not centre of the drum. 

3.  Wrong position after command “R&R teams Positions”. 

4.  Incorrect method of march out and/or hand over and/or 

receiving of belt by Nos.2 and 3. 

5.  Incorrect march out and halt by No.2. 

6.  Incorrect laying of belt including control of reel by No. 3. 

7.    Failure of No.1 to run to the correct position in the water. 

8.  Failure of Nos.2, 3, 4 or 5 to take up positions correctly. 

9.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 2 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 3  

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure of members to take up “Team Ready” position correctly. 

2.  No.2 or linemen looking behind during run down. 

3.  Failure of members to take up allotted team position. 

4.  Beltman going under lines of other teams. 

5.  Failure of members to keep control of the line, (each occasion). 

6.  Incorrect control of reel by No.3 or failure to observe linemen or 

reel. 

7.  Line fouling and impeding No.2. 

8.  Failure of linemen to achieve the correct beach position for 

payout. 

9.  Failure of Nos.2, 4 and 5 to carry out procedures on the run. 

10.  Incorrect spacing of linemen during payout, (below 5 paces or 

above 7 paces). 

11.  Incorrect method of payout, including hand positions, timing 

and movement of the arms, (each person). 

12.  Failure of No.4 to observe No.2. 

13.  Failure of No.5 to observe No.4 and/or No.2. 

14.  Failure of linemen to cease pay out correctly. 

15.  Incorrect procedure by No.3 after cease payout. 

16.  Incorrect securing of patient by No.2 after beltman signals 

command. 

17.  Talking. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 3 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

DISQUALIFICATIONS 
(a) Total disqualification from the event and any additional penalty. 
AA Abusing any Official in the competition arena. 
BB Impersonating or unauthorised competing. 
CC NOT APPLICABLE 
DD Wilfully jostling or obstructing so as to impede another’s progress or competing unfairly. 
EE Acting in a manner prejudicial to the good name of SLSA. 
(b) Total Disqualification from the event. 
FF Rescuer reaching buoy before patient and signalling. 
GG  Line breaking or parting from the belt during pay-out. 
HH Beltman reaching the buoy before the rescuer and signalling. 
II Rescuer or beltman arriving at the buoy without tube or belt. 
JJ Rescuer or beltman exceeding swimming time limit. 
KK Patient or rescuer pulling or pushing buoys with a view to assisting their team members. 
LL Patient swimming to beltman or rescuer at any time. 
MAJOR ERRORS (10 POINTS) 
A Jostling or obstructing (not wilfully) so as to impede another’s progress. 
B Receiving and acting upon outside assistance or signals other than verbal or direction. 
C Breaking ranks through indisposition (for over three minutes). 
D Rescuer or beltman swimming to wrong buoy and signalling. 

E Failure of team to march on with rescue tube (excluding U12 – U14 event). 

F Beltman or rescuer using buoy ropes to reach allotted buoy. 

 

DISQUALIFICATION 
IDENTIFIED BY LETTER 

 
SECTION 

 

 
 

 



PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 4  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Failure of No.2 to give Cease Hauling - Prepare for Patient 

Pick Up signal. 

B  No.2 failing to attempt 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing. 

C  Failure No 5 to attempt to assess patient for fluid and solid 

material in mouth. 

D  Failure No.4 to attempt to inspect and clean mouth. 

E  Failure to attempt to maintain an open airway after securing 

the No.1 until assessment is completed. 

F  Failure of No. 5 to attempt to assess breathing. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure of linemen to observe No.2 and No.1 (each 

person). 

3  No. 3 failing to keep his linemen or reel under observation 

during haul-in. 

4.  Linemen not in time, uniform or failing to keep control of the 

line, during haul-in. 

5.  No.2 failing to carry out Rescue Breathing correctly. 

6.  No. 3 failing to apply the brake before leaving the reel. 

7.  Incorrect method of pick up. 

8.  Incorrect method of No.1 carry and halt. 

9.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 including rolling patient on 

back to inspect for fluid and solid material. 

10.  Incorrect method of assessing patient condition. 

11.   No. 5 not declaring “Fluids and Solid Material Present”. 

12.  Incorrect roll of patient onto side following inspection for 

fluid and solid material. 

13.  Incorrect method of inspecting and cleaning mouth. 

14.   No. 4 not declaring “Airway Clear”. 

15.  Incorrect method of assessing breathing. 

16.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Absent”. 

17.  Carrying out rescue breathing before cleaning the 

airway. 

18.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 on back. 

19.  Incorrect return to reel by No.3 after patient lay. 

20.  Fail to leave patient’s head in backward tilt and/or fail 

to observe patient. 

21.  Incorrect method of returning belt. 

22.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.2, and/or 3. 

23.  Rescue equipment not ready for immediate use. 

24.  Careless handling of No. 1 at any time. 

25.  Talking, other than as allowed in the pickup. 

 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 4 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 5  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  No.5 not attempting to ensure backward head tilt. 

B  No.4 not attempting to locate correct hand position for ECC. 

C  No.5 not attempting to seal the nose during inflations. 

D  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles. 

E  Not attempting Rescue Breathing. 

F  Not attempting to place the No.1 into lateral position. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions on head prior to 

rescue breathing. 

3.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions for ECC. 

4.  Failure of No.4 to attain a position to enable his left arm 

to apply vertical pressure to the sternum. 

5.  Failure to count ECC aloud. 

6.  Failure to maintain a consistent rate of CPR. 

7.  Failure to correctly seal nose during inflations. 

8.  Incorrect method of Rescue Breathing, (i.e. mouth to 

nose method). 

9.  Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 

10.  Failure to elevate No.1’s head out of water. 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

Breaths        
ECC’s        
Completed        
11(a)  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles and 2 Rescue 

Breaths. 

11(b)  4 complete CPR cycles plus 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing 

to less than 5 complete CPR cycles. 

11(c) Nil 5 complete CPR cycles to less than 6 complete CPR 
cycles. 

11(d)  6 complete CPR cycles to less than 7 complete CPR 

cycles. 

11(e)  7 complete CPR cycles or more. 

12.  Failure to correctly assess patient breathing. 

13.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Present”. 

14.  Incorrect method of placing No.1 in lateral position. 

15.  Incorrect lateral position (excluding head position). 

16.  Patient head not in backward head tilt, approximately in 

line with the spine and turned for drainage. 

17.  Failure to observe No.1 while in lateral position. 

18.  Careless handling of No.1. 

19.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 5 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 6  

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of reform by Nos.5, 4 and 1. 

2.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.5, 4, and 1. 

3.  Failure to lift reel correctly. 

4.  Incorrect marching. 

5.  Incorrect covering by No.1 on reel axle for 3 or more 

consecutive paces. 

6.  Reel not reasonably level. 

7.  Failure to march off approximately parallel to the wheeling 

and position pegs. 

8.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 
9.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube to reel during march off. 

10.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 6 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 



 6 
SURF LIFE SAVING AUSTRALIA 

RESCUE AND RESUSCITATION 
(U17 – OPEN) 
Form 156-07/18 

CARNIVAL: DATE: 

HEAT SEMI FINAL Mark a  in the square  or circle  adjacent to the errors. 
Check your additions. Submit your card promptly to the Steward. 
 
 
 
 
Judge’s Signature 

AGE:  

GENDER:  

JUDGE A JUDGE B JUDGE C 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 1  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Wheeling on incorrect peg. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect marching procedure. 

2.  Incorrect command by team member. 

3.  Incorrect covering by No. 1 and/or member carrying tube on 

reel axle (not including wheel) for 3 or more consecutive paces. 

4.  Reel not reasonably level. 

5.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 

6.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube during march on. 

7.  Incorrect method of wheeling (including incorrect covering by 

No.1 and/or member carrying tube for 3 or more consecutive 
paces). 

8.  Incorrect halt. 

9.  Incorrect down reel and/or tube. 

10.  Incorrect position of the reel in relation to the peg. 

11.  Incorrect method of “Re-form”. 

12.  Incorrect method of “Front”. 

13.  Front left handle member not centre of the drum, members 

more than 50 mm apart or touching, incorrect alignment. 

14.  Talking, other than designated commands. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 1 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 2  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Line tied to incorrect D of belt. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of arriving at each individual position by team. 

2.  No. 3 not centre of the drum. 

3.  Wrong position after command “R&R teams Positions”. 

4.  Incorrect method of march out and/or hand over and/or 

receiving of belt by Nos.2 and 3. 

5.  Incorrect march out and halt by No.2. 

6.  Incorrect laying of belt including control of reel by No. 3. 

7.  Failure of Nos.2, 3, 4, 5 or to take up positions correctly. 

8.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 2 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

 

 

DISQUALIFICATION 
IDENTIFIED BY LETTER 

 
SECTION 

 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 3  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  No.6 not attempting to deliver 2 simulated breaths of Rescue 

Breathing at the buoy. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure of members to take up “Team Ready” position correctly. 

2.  No.2 or linemen looking behind during run down. 

3.  Failure of members to take up allotted team position. 

4.  Beltman going under lines of other teams. 

5.  Failure of members to keep control of the line, (each occasion). 

6.  Incorrect control of reel by No.3 or failure to observe linemen or 

reel. 

7.  Line fouling and impeding No.2. 

8.  Failure of linemen to achieve the correct beach position for 

payout. 

9.  Failure of Nos.2, 4 and 5 to carry out procedures on the run. 

10.  Incorrect spacing of linemen during payout, (below 5 paces or 

above 7 paces). 

11.  Incorrect method of payout, including hand positions, timing 

and movement of the arms, (each person). 

12.  Failure of No.4 to observe No.2 or No.6. 

13.  Failure of No.5 to observe No.4 and/or No.2. 

14.  Team failing to act correctly when line runs out. 

15.  Failure of No. 3 to observe No. 2 while new reel being 

obtained. 

16.  Failure of No.6 and/or No.2 to touch buoy correctly (to be 

taken ONLY after confirmation from the judge in boat) 
(each person). 

17.  Failure of linemen to cease pay out correctly. 

18.  Failure of No.3 to intermittently observe linesmen and reel after 

cease payout. 

19.  Talking, other than as required in the event the line runs out. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 3 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

DISQUALIFICATIONS 
(a) Total disqualification from the event and any additional penalty. 
AA Abusing any Official in the competition arena. 
BB Impersonating or unauthorised competing. 
CC Any member deliberately tying the incorrectly numbered cap onto their head after a ballot for 

positions. 
DD Wilfully jostling or obstructing so as to impede another’s progress or competing unfairly. 
EE Acting in a manner prejudicial to the good name of SLSA. 
(b) Total Disqualification from the event. 
FF Rescuer reaching buoy before patient and signalling. 
GG  Line breaking or parting from the belt during pay-out. 
HH Beltman reaching the buoy before the rescuer and signalling. 
II Rescuer or beltman arriving at the buoy without tube or belt. 
JJ Rescuer or beltman exceeding swimming time limit. 
KK Patient or rescuer pulling or pushing buoys with a view to assisting their team members. 
LL Patient swimming to beltman or rescuer at any time. 
MAJOR ERRORS (10 POINTS) 
A Jostling or obstructing (not wilfully) so as to impede another’s progress. 
B Receiving and acting upon outside assistance or signals other than verbal or direction. 
C Breaking ranks through indisposition (for over three minutes). 
D Rescuer or beltman swimming to wrong buoy and signalling. 

E Failure of team to march on with rescue tube. 

F Beltman or rescuer using buoy ropes to reach allotted buoy 



PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 4  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Failure of No.2 to give Cease Hauling - Prepare for Patient 

Pick Up signal. 

B  No.2 failing to attempt 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing. 

C  Failure No.5 to attempt to assess patient for fluids and solid 

material in mouth. 

D  No.4 failing to attempt to inspect and clean mouth. 

E  Failure to attempt to maintain an open airway after securing 

the No.1 until assessment is completed. 

F  Failure of No.5 to attempt to assess breathing. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure of linemen to observe No.2 and No.1 (each 

person). 

3  No. 3 failing to keep his linemen or reel under observation 

during haul-in. 

4.  Linemen not in time, uniform or failing to keep control of the 

line, during haul-in. 

5.  Failure of No.5 to prevent his team line from interfering 

with another team. 

6.  Failure of No.5 to return to his normal haul in position when 

he is no longer required to prevent his team line from 
interfering with another team. 

7.  Incorrect method of temporary cease hauling. 

8.  Failure of linemen to give proper care to No.1 and No.2 

during the haul-in and pick up, (each occasion). 

9.  No.2 failing to signal assistance required. 

10  Incorrect method/use of side pace procedure. 

11.  Linemen failing to act correctly on receiving assistance 

required signal. 

12.  Patient walking. 

13.  No. 2 utilising incorrect patient grip. 

14.  Incorrect depth for signal and/or pick up. 

15.  No.2 failing to carry out Rescue Breathing correctly. 

16.  No.6 failing to observe No.2 and No.1 pending arrival of 

carrying party. 

17.  No. 3 failing to apply the brake before leaving the reel. 

18.  Incorrect method of pick up. 

19.  Incorrect method of No.1 carry and halt, including marching 

and observation of carrying party by No.6. 

20.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 including rolling patient on 

back to inspect for fluids and solid material. 

21.  Incorrect method of assessing patient condition 

22.   No. 5 not declaring “Fluids and Solid Material Present” 

23.  Incorrect roll of patient onto side following inspection for 

fluids and solid material. 

24.  Incorrect method of inspecting and cleaning mouth. 

25.   No. 4 not declaring “Airway Clear”. 

26.  Incorrect method of assessing breathing. 

27.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Absent”. 

28.  Carrying out rescue breathing before clearing the 

airway. 

29.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 on back. 

30.  Incorrect return to reel by No.3 after patient lay. 

31.  Team unable to lay No.1 on back within time limit. 

32.  Fail to leave patient’s head in backward tilt and/or fail to 

observe patient. 

33.  Incorrect method of returning rescue equipment (separate 

deduction for each piece of equipment). 

34.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.2, 3, or 6. 

35.  Rescue equipment not ready for immediate use. 

36.  Careless handling of No. 1 at any time. 

37.  Talking, other than as allowed in the pickup. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 4 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 5  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  No.5 not attempting to ensure backward head tilt. 

B  No.4 not attempting to locate correct hand position for ECC. 

C  No.5 not attempting to seal the nose during inflations. 

D  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles. 

E  Not attempting Rescue Breathing. 

F  Not attempting to place the No.1 into lateral position. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions on head prior to 

rescue breathing. 

3.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions for ECC. 

4.  Failure of No.4 to attain a position to enable his left arm 

to apply vertical pressure to the sternum. 

5.  Failure to count ECC aloud. 

6.  Failure to maintain a consistent rate of CPR. 

7.  Failure to correctly seal nose during inflations. 

8.  Incorrect method of Rescue Breathing, (i.e. mouth to 

nose method). 

9.  Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 

10.  Failure to elevate No.1’s head out of water. 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

Breaths        
ECC’s        
Completed        

11(a)  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles and 2 Rescue 

Breaths. 

11(b)  4 complete CPR cycles plus 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing 

to less than 5 complete CPR cycles. 

11(c) Nil 5 complete CPR cycles to less than 6 complete CPR cycles. 

11(d)  6 complete CPR cycles to less than 7 complete CPR cycles. 

11(e)  7 complete CPR cycles or more. 

12.  Failure to correctly assess patient breathing. 

13.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Present”. 

14.  Incorrect method of placing No.1 in lateral position. 

15.  Incorrect lateral position (excluding head position). 

16.  Patient head not in backward head tilt, approximately in 

line with the spine and turned for drainage. 

17.  Failure to observe No.1 while in lateral position. 

18.  Careless handling of No.1. 

19.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 5 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 6  

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of reform by Nos.5, 4 and 1. 

2.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.5, 4, and 1. 

3.  Failure to lift reel and/or tube correctly. 

4.  Incorrect marching. 

5.  Incorrect covering by No.1 and/or 6 on reel axle (for 3 or 

more consecutive paces). 

6.  Reel not reasonably level. 

7.  Failure to march off approximately parallel to the wheeling 

and position pegs. 

8.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 
9.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube during march off. 

10.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 6 

 
MAJOR ERROR POINTS  
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CARNIVAL: DATE: 

HEAT SEMI FINAL Mark a  in the square  or circle  adjacent to the errors. 
Check your additions. Submit your card promptly to the Steward. 
 
 
 
 

Judge’s Signature 

AGE:  

GENDER:  

JUDGE A JUDGE B JUDGE C 

 
 

 PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 1  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Wheeling on incorrect peg. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect marching procedure. 

2.  Incorrect command by team member. 

3.  Incorrect covering by No. 1 on reel axle (not including wheel) 

for 3 or more consecutive paces. 

4.  Reel not reasonably level. 

5.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 

6.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube to reel during march on. 

7.  Incorrect method of wheeling (including incorrect covering by 

No.1 for 3 or more consecutive paces). 

8.  Incorrect halt. 

9.  Incorrect “Down Reel”. 

10.  Incorrect position of the reel in relation to the peg. 

11.  Incorrect method of “Re-form”. 

12.  Incorrect method of “Front”. 

13.  Front left handle member not centre of the drum, members 
more than 50 mm apart or touching, incorrect alignment. 

14.  Talking, other than designated commands. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 1 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 2  

 

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Line tied to incorrect D of belt. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of arriving at each individual position by team. 

2.  No. 3 not centre of the drum. 

3.  Wrong position after command “R&R teams Positions”. 

4.  Incorrect method of march out and/or hand over and/or 

receiving of belt by Nos.2 and 3. 

5.  Incorrect march out and halt by No.2. 

6.  Incorrect laying of belt including control of reel by No. 3. 

7.  Failure of Nos.2, 3, 4 or 5 to take up positions correctly. 

8.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 2 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 
 

DISQUALIFICATION 
IDENTIFIED BY LETTER 

 
SECTION 

 

 
 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 3  

 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure of members to take up “Team Ready” position correctly. 

2.  No.2 or linemen looking behind during run down. 

3.  Failure of members to take up allotted team position. 

4.  Beltman going under lines of other teams. 

5.  Failure of members to keep control of the line, (each occasion). 

6.  Incorrect control of reel by No.3 or failure to observe linemen or 

reel. 

7.  Line fouling and impeding No.2. 

8.  Failure of linemen to achieve the correct beach position for 

payout. 

9.  Failure of Nos.2, 4 and 5 to carry out procedures on the run. 

10.  Incorrect spacing of linemen during payout, (below 5 paces or 

above 7 paces). 

11.  Incorrect method of payout, including hand positions, timing 

and movement of the arms, (each person). 

12.  Failure of No.4 to observe No.2. 

13.  Failure of No.5 to observe No.4 and/or No.2. 

14.  Team failing to act correctly when line runs out. 

15.  Failure of No. 3 to observe No. 2 while new reel being 

obtained. 

16.  Failure of No.2 to touch buoy correctly (to be taken ONLY 

after confirmation from the judge in boat). 

17.  Failure of linemen to cease pay out correctly. 

18.  Failure of No.3 to intermittently observe linesmen and reel after 

cease payout. 

19.  Talking, other than as required in the event the line runs out. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 3 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 
DISQUALIFICATIONS 
(a) Total disqualification from the event and any additional penalty. 
AA Abusing any Official in the competition arena. 
BB Impersonating or unauthorised competing. 
CC NOT APPLICABLE 
DD Wilfully jostling or obstructing so as to impede another’s progress or competing unfairly. 
EE Acting in a manner prejudicial to the good name of SLSA. 
(b) Total Disqualification from the event. 
FF Rescuer reaching buoy before patient and signalling. 
GG  Line breaking or parting from the belt during pay-out. 
HH Beltman reaching the buoy before the rescuer and signalling. 
II Rescuer or beltman arriving at the buoy without tube or belt. 
JJ Rescuer or beltman exceeding swimming time limit. 
KK Patient or rescuer pulling or pushing buoys with a view to assisting their team members. 
LL Patient swimming to beltman or rescuer at any time. 
MAJOR ERRORS (10 POINTS) 
A Jostling or obstructing (not wilfully) so as to impede another’s progress. 
B Receiving and acting upon outside assistance or signals other than verbal or direction. 
C Breaking ranks through indisposition (for over three minutes). 
D Rescuer or beltman swimming to wrong buoy and signalling. 

E Failure of team to march on with rescue tube. 

F Beltman or rescuer using buoy ropes to reach allotted buoy. 

 



PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 4  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  Failure of No.2 to give Cease Hauling - Prepare for Patient 

Pick Up signal. 

B  No.2 failing to attempt 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing. 

C  Failure of No.5 to attempt to assess patient for fluids and 

solid material in mouth. 

D  Failure of No.4 to attempt to inspect and clean mouth. 

E  Failure to attempt to maintain an open airway after securing 

the No.1 until assessment is completed. 

F  Failure of No. 5 to attempt to assess breathing. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure of linemen to observe No.2 and No.1 (each 

person). 

3  No. 3 failing to keep his linemen or reel under observation 

during haul-in. 

4.  Linemen not in time, uniform or failing to keep control of the 

line, during haul-in. 

5.  Failure of No.5 to prevent his team line from interfering 

with another team. 

6.  Failure of No.5 to return to his normal haul in position when 

he is no longer required to prevent his team line from 
interfering with another team. 

7.  Incorrect method of temporary cease hauling. 

8.  Failure of linemen to give proper care to No.1 and No.2 

during the haul-in and pick up, (each occasion). 

9.  No.2 failing to signal assistance required. 

10  Incorrect method/use of side pace procedure. 

11.  Linemen failing to act correctly on receiving assistance 

required signal. 

12.  Patient walking. 

13.  No. 2 utilising incorrect patient grip. 

14.  Incorrect depth for signal and/or pick up. 

15.  No.2 failing to carry out Rescue Breathing correctly. 

16.  No. 3 failing to apply the brake before leaving the reel. 

17.  Incorrect method of pick up. 

18.  Incorrect method of No.1 carry and halt. 

19.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 including rolling patient on 

back to inspect for fluids and solid material. 

20.  Incorrect method of assessing patient condition. 

21.   No. 5 not declaring “Fluids and Solid Material Present”. 

22.  Incorrect roll of patient onto side following inspection for 

fluids and solid material. 

23.  Incorrect method of inspecting and cleaning mouth. 

24.   No. 4 not declaring “Airway Clear”. 

25.  Incorrect method of assessing breathing. 

26.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Absent”. 

27.  Carrying out rescue breathing before cleaning the 

airway. 

28.  Incorrect method of laying No.1 on back. 

29.  Incorrect return to reel by No.3 after patient lay. 

30.  Incorrect return of rescue tube by No.3 (when necessary). 

31.  Team unable to lay No.1 on back within time limit. 

32.  Fail to leave patient’s head in backward tilt and/or fail 

to observe patient. 

33.  Incorrect method of returning belt. 

34.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.2, and/or 3. 

35.  Rescue equipment not ready for immediate use. 

36.  Careless handling of No. 1 at any time. 

37.  Talking, other than as allowed in the pickup. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 4 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

 

 

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 5  

SERIOUS ERRORS (5 POINTS) 

A  No.5 not attempting to ensure backward head tilt. 

B  No.4 not attempting ECC. 

C  No.5 not attempting to seal the nose during inflations. 

D  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles. 

E  Not attempting Rescue Breathing. 

F  Not attempting to place the No.1 into lateral position. 

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Failure to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 

2.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions on head prior to 

rescue breathing. 

3.  Failure to correctly locate hand positions for ECC. 

4.  Failure of No.4 to attain a position to enable his left arm 

to apply vertical pressure to the sternum. 

5.  Failure to count ECC aloud. 

6.  Failure to maintain a consistent rate of CPR. 

7.  Failure to correctly seal nose during inflations. 

8.  Incorrect method of Rescue Breathing, (i.e. mouth to 

nose method). 

9.  Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 

10.  Failure to elevate No.1’s head out of water. 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

Breaths        
ECC’s        
Completed        
11(a)  Less than 4 complete CPR cycles and 2 Rescue 

Breaths. 

11(b)  4 complete CPR cycles plus 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing 

to less than 5 complete CPR cycles. 

11(c) Nil 5 complete CPR cycles to less than 6 complete CPR 
cycles. 

11(d)  6 complete CPR cycles to less than 7 complete CPR 

cycles. 

11(e)  7 complete CPR cycles or more. 

12.  Failure to correctly assess patient breathing. 

13.  No. 5 not declaring “Normal Breathing Present”. 

14.  Incorrect method of placing No.1 in lateral position. 

15.  Incorrect lateral position (excluding head position). 

16.  Patient head not in backward head tilt, approximately in 

line with the spine and turned for drainage. 

17.  Failure to observe No.1 while in lateral position. 

18.  Careless handling of No.1. 

19.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 5 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 

PEG No. & TEAM NAME 

SECTION 6  

OBSERVED ERROR (1 POINT)  MINOR ERROR (2 POINTS)  

1.  Incorrect method of reform by Nos.5, 4 and 1. 

2.  Incorrect arrival at reel positions by Nos.5, 4, and 1. 

3.  Failure to lift reel correctly. 

4.  Incorrect marching. 

5.  Incorrect covering by No.1 on reel axle for 3 or more 

consecutive paces. 

6.  Reel not reasonably level. 

7.  Failure to march off approximately parallel to the wheeling 

and position pegs. 

8.  Dropped belt or rescue tube, (each unit). 
9.  Incorrect return of dropped belt or tube to reel during march off. 

10.  Talking. 

MAJOR ERROR LETTER  TOTAL POINTS 
SECTION 6 

 

MAJOR ERROR POINTS  

 


